
The Predator  

“Woe, woe, woe, inhabitants of the earth, the strange creatures 
you have seen in the movies and on television will appear 

animatedly in front of you; the monsters of film and television you 

have been crazy about will hunt you down, tear you apart, and eat 
you alive.” BRIDEOFYESHUA-RS 

Your sister in Christ (FT) 

 



Dream received on the 5th of April 2022 

I was not going to share this dream as I thought this was personal. However, when I read 

the post yesterday by a sister in Christ BRIDEOFYESHUA-RS, I thought of sharing it with 

the brothers and sisters following this website.  

This was what was stated in the sister’s post yesterday, “Woe, woe, woe, inhabitants of 

the earth, the strange creatures you have seen in the movies and on television will appear 

animatedly in front of you; the monsters of film and television you have been crazy about 

will hunt you down, tear you apart, and eat you alive.” Here is a link to the full word given, 

https://444prophecynews.com/woe-woe-woe-inhabitants-of-the-earth-brideofyeshua-rs/  

In the dream I was standing with a family member (let’s call him Daniel) at the edge of a 

corn field – the corn plant was well grown (slightly over our heads) but no seeds yet. We 

were facing each other when the dream started (the corn plant was behind Daniel and I 

was facing the corn), and I noticed Daniel was looking at something in front of him (i.e 

behind me) and he suddenly froze with fear. When I saw his reaction, I turned back trying 

to look at what he saw. Then I saw an entity that looked exactly like the character in the 

movie Predator (including his armours and everything).  The distance between him and us 

was not more than three meters. Fear gripped Daniel so much that he could not even 

move. Then, I pulled Daniel and we jumped into the corn field. Both of us were running 

separately and at one point I stopped to look up to see where the entity is (while I was 

still hiding inside the corn field), and I saw the entity was following Daniel by the 

movement of the corn plant – the movement Daniel was making as he was running. When 

the entity finally knew Daniel’s exact location and as he was about to jump in and catch 

him, I started running and that distracted him from jumping in to catch Daniel. Then, both 

of us got out of the corn field, run across a narrow corridor and got in front of our house. 

As we were about to get into the house, I looked behind and saw the predator was behind 

us (at the edge of the corn field), but this time it was obvious that he was not able to 

catch us for our entry into the house was guaranteed.  Dream ended.  

Disclaimer: It has been years since I stopped watching worldly movies and TV in general. 

I believe watching these do not have any positive contribution to our spiritual life, rather 

defile our soul and spirit. I am very careful at what I see and hear as these are the doors 

that the evil spirt will have access to us. Hence, this dream is not to be associated with 

watching such kind of movies.  

My understanding: The dream can be analysed and interpreted in detail. However, I 

would rather say, evil is all around us whether we see it in our physical eyes or not. The 

devil’s purpose is clear - to kill, to steal and to destroy. His wish for every one of us is 

nothing else but these. However, thank God for He did not give us over to the desire of 

https://444prophecynews.com/woe-woe-woe-inhabitants-of-the-earth-brideofyeshua-rs/


our chief enemy – the devil. Regardless of the times we are in or going to be in soon, what 

we need to do is “fixing our attention on Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of the faith, who, 

in view of the joy set before him, endured the cross, disregarding its shame, and has sat 

down at the right hand of the throne of God. Hebrews 12:2   

Relevant verses from the bible: 

Romans 8:31 If God is for us, who can be against us?  

1 John 2:15 Do not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, 

the love of the Father is not in him. 

 

Please pray and seek confirmation and guidance from the Lord. 

Your sister in Christ (FT) 

 


